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Introduction: The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 

Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) consists of two line- 
scan cameras aimed side-by-side with a combined 5.7° 
FOV, with a nominal resolution of 0.5 m/px from the 
original mission altitude of 50 km [1]. To date, over 
300 lunar pits have been discovered, all but three from 
analysis of NAC images [2], and recent measurements 
suggest that some may be associated with large under-
ground void spaces [3,4]. Terrestrial pit craters, includ-
ing several examples in Hawai‘i, have been proposed 
as analogs for lunar and martian pits [2,5]. Here, we 
analyze NAC observations of lunar pits in the context 
of new 3D models of Hawaiian pit craters. 

Our previous NAC-based investigations of lunar 
pits revealed overhung void spaces [2] and meter-scale 
layering in the walls interpreted as mare flows [6]. 

Earth Analogs: We produced models of three pit 
craters in Hawai‘i Volcanos National Park (Devil’s 
Throat and the Twin Pit Craters; see Table 1 and Fig-
ure 1). All three pits are interpreted as having formed 
by stoping into subterranean opening-mode frac-
tures [7] or magma conduits [8]. We collected photo-
graphs from the pit rims and from as far over the rims 
as we could safely hold a 6' monopod mounted camera, 
and reduced these images with the commercial photo-
grammetric software Photoscan to produce georefer-
enced 3D point clouds and triangle meshes [9]. We 
estimate these models have a point spacing of ~5 cm, a 
relative accuracy of ~10 cm, and a ~5% scale error . 

Devil’s Throat exhibits vertical to overhanging 
walls (up to 9° beyond vertical) around its full circum-
ference. The south half of the floor slopes from ~33 m 
at the south end to ~48 m at the center. The north half 
of the floor has a 3-5 m high semicircular ridge direct-
ly beneath the rim, a few meters from the wall, while 
the lowest points on the floor are adjacent to the over-
hung north wall, ~51 m below the rim. A class of mar-
tian Atypical Pit Craters have similar floor structures 
(a ridge directly beneath the pit rim, and lower floors 
beneath overhangs) [5]. Most lunar pits are too small 
for such structures to be resolved in NAC images. 

Unlike Devil’s Throat and most measured lunar 
pits, both of the Twin Pits appear to narrow with depth. 
West Twin Pit descends at a ~55° angle, perpendicular 
to the line between it and East Twin Pit; the lowest 
visible point of the descending shaft in our model is a 
ceiling at 50 m depth (no floor is visible in our images 
of this angled shaft). East Twin Pit descends vertically, 
and the lowest point on the wall where we have suffi-
cient coverage for reliable measurement was ~70-75 m 
below rim level; there is a floor or wide ledge just  
 

 
Figure 1: Hawaiian pits. Top images are photos from 
the field observations (Twin Pits photo contains scien-
tist for scale, below west pit); bottom images show the 
point clouds from similar viewing angles. 

 
 
Pit 

Diameter 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Photo 
Count 

Points 
/ m2 

Devil’s Throat   51 x 45  30-51 1040 1200 
Twin Pit (W)   43 x 35  >50 1302 1000 Twin Pit (E)   55 x 42  >70 
Marius Hills   58 x 49  40  N/A 
Mare Tranq. 100 x 88  104  N/A 
Table 1: Pits in this study. Diameters given are maxi-
mum diameter at the rim and diameter perpendicular to 
that maximum; points/m2 is the number of points in the 
point cloud divided by the surface area of the mesh. 
 
below this point, although we do not have image cov-
erage of most of pit floor. Our measurements of both 
pits are consistent with reports by cavers, giving a 
depth of 85 m at the bottom of the west pit [10] and 
70 m for the east pit [11]. 

Lunar Pits: We selected the Marius Hills and 
Mare Tranquillitatis pits, both located in mare flood 
basalts, to compare to the Hawaiian pit craters (Ta-
ble 1, Figures 2, 3a), as both are among the most-
imaged lunar pits, particularly at off-nadir angles. The 
Marius Hills pit is a very close match in size for our 
Earth analog pits, particularly Devil’s Throat. The 
Tranquillitatis pit has a very similar morphology, but is 
twice the diameter and depth, allowing longer base-
lines for our overhang analysis.  

Overhang Angles: We computed wall slopes and 
heights for both of the lunar pits. This analysis takes 
two approaches. 1) Where identifiable features are 
visible on the walls in two images with differing slew 
angles, we can solve for the wall angle trigonometri-
cally. Uncertainties given below assume one pixel un-
certainty in feature position. 2) Using the slew and 
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solar incidence angles, and whether sections of wall 
are illuminated, shadowed, or occluded (or if light 
seems to be grazing the wall), we constrained the 
overhang angles of wall sections. 

Results: The east wall of the Mare Tranquillitatis 
pit has ~40 m of roughly vertical (1±3° overhang) wall 
above a ~60 m overhang (~20-40°, based on illumina-
tion; Figure 2). The upper ~20-30 m of the east wall of 
the Marius Hills pit is probably overhung by ~12±12° 
(due to low resolution, feature identification for this 
trigonometric solution is ±2 px). The lower portion of 
the pit (~10-20 m) overhangs and is sloped ~30° 
(based on light with a 34° incidence angle appearing to 
just graze the lower wall; shown in Figure 3a). The 
same trigonometric analysis, applied to synthetic NAC 
images of terrestrial pits, gives reasonable values: we 
calculate a 5.7±5° overhang for Devil’s Throat’s west 
wall (4.7±0.1° overhang in model) using the same 
camera angles as the Tranquillitatis analysis above.  

Layering Analysis: Shadow and albedo patterns in 
the walls of the lunar examples have been interpreted 
as individual flow layers in the maria, with thicknesses 
ranging 1-13 m [5]. To test the interpretation of layer-
ing (and flows) within the walls of the lunar pits, we 
generated synthetic NAC images of the terrestrial pits, 
applying identical lighting and viewing conditions to 
those of NAC images of the Marius Hills and Mare 
Tranquillitatis pits (Figure 3). Images were rendered 
using Blender [12], using the mesh from Photoscan, 
shaded in grey. Images were initially rendered at 5x 
the NAC pixel scale, and then downsampled to match. 
We then compared the layers identified in the synthetic 
NAC images to layers identified in high-resolution 
photographs (~5 mm/px) of the real terrestrial pits. 

Results: At Devil’s Throat, we identified four 
probable layer boundaries in the synthetic NAC image 
 

 
Figure 2: Wall angle analysis for the Mare Tranquil-
litatis pit. “e” is camera angle, “i” is solar incidence 
angle in the same plane as the camera angle. Light is 
always coming from below and to the right. North is 
left in all images; the line-scan NAC images are as-
pect-corrected to mimic a framing camera. 

(Figure 3b,d). Of these, the upper two correspond to 
identified flow boundaries in the pit wall, while the 
lower two are below the level (~20 m depth) where 
flow boundaries can be conclusively identified from 
rim photography, but correspond to overhangs that 
may be a result of a strength differences between lay-
ers (soil or ash layer between flows). In the upper 20 m 
of the pit wall, there are at least three additional flow 
boundaries that are not clearly resolved in the synthetic 
NAC (blue arrows, Figure 3d). This analysis suggests 
that number of layers and their thicknesses identified 
in NAC images [6] is likely a conservative estimate of 
the actual number of flow layers. 
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Figure 3: Oblique views of lunar pits and terrestrial pit 
crater models. A) Marius Hills pit east wall, aspect-
corrected NAC image M137929856R. B) Devil’s 
Throat west wall, synthetic NAC image. C) Twin Pits 
east walls, synthetic NAC image. Panels A-C have 
identical lighting and camera angles relative to the 
observed wall. D) Photographic mosaic of the west 
wall of Devil’s Throat, 47 m high, with layer bounda-
ries visible in panel B marked with white arrows. Blue 
arrows indicate layer boundaries identified in high-
resolution photographs of the upper wall.  
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